Our Performance Formula Additives are:

- Developed by a Fuel System Manufacturer
- Have been proven to perform best in independent tests
- Are Suitable for use with all diesel engines
- Are formulated for all types of on or off-road diesel fuels including Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) and Bio Diesel (up to B20)
- Can be used with all fuel injection system types (High Pressure Common Rail, Unit Injectors, Rotary Pumps and In-Line Pumps)
- Safe for use with exhaust Aftertreatment systems.

CETANE NUMBER CHANGE
Higher Cetane Number is Better
Ranking number in box (1 is Best, 9 is Worst)

AVERAGE WEAR SCAR (HFRR TEST)
Lower Wear Scar Diameter is Better (Less Wear)
Ranking number in box (1 is Best, 9 is Worst)

COLD FILTER PLUG POINT REDUCTION
Lower CFP Temperature is Better
Ranking number in box (1 is Best, 9 is Worst)

OVERALL AVERAGE RANKING
Ranking number in box (1 is Best, 9 is Worst)

Our Performance Formula Diesel Fuel Additives comply with Federal Low Sulfur Requirements for Use in Diesel Motor Vehicles and Nonroad Engines.